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About This Game

Welcome to the D.O.E. General,

Your assignment is to see that the final ships from earth leave safely before the slaving race, known to us as the Verookuzan and
their allied forces, destroy Earth and enslave its inhabitants. By utilizing what’s left of E.D.N (Earths Defense Network) and its

orbital galactic stations, you stand as Earth's last line of defense. As the newly appointed D.O.E. (Defender of Earth) ,YOU will,
outlast this Alien Armada so that our mother ship The Arch can launch. We will be hunted, but our civilization will live to fight

another day. Free from these tyrannical beings bent on subjugating the human race.

Defender of Earth vs The Alien Armada is an exciting space themed tower defense game! You play as a general designated as
the Defender of Earth (D.O.E.), and you will utilize space stations and battle platforms to deploy your towers to defend each
quadrant of space. You will battle against 3 different alien races with at least 4 different types of ships. D.O.E. is fast paced

action, that requires a players real time engagement to build and rebuild defenses as enemy ships blast their way to your space
station. Upgrade your towers and your tech because the invading forces mean business. Balance your credits and your scrap to
find the right combination of defenses to defeat your enemies. Your battles will be waged in 16 theaters of war leading up to 1

final level with all the aliens attacking at the same time.

Key Features:
9 Upgrade-able turrets during gameplay

3 Alien Races with 4 ships classes that fire at your defenses
Upgrade-able tech adding 3 extra defenses
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Up to 4 quick defense special ability measures
First person mode on most turrets

16 levels the last level is a Battle Royal against the 3 races
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Title: DEFENDER OF EARTH VS THE ALIEN ARMADA
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
MONKEY WRENCH STUDIO INC.
Publisher:
MONKEY WRENCH STUDIO INC.
Release Date: 12 Sep, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: windows 7

Processor: I-5 processor

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce 980

Storage: 2 GB available space
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Bugged, crush in game - confirmed. = Unplayable.... Oh yeah!!! Dirtbag! No, she don't know what she's missing!. The playtime
shown is not accurate, because I left after 15 minutes to get a snack. That's how interesting this game was.

I don't mind that it's an old game and I don't mind the simple mechanics. But it was so utterly boring that I just clicked to finish
the game, although I knew early one who the murderer was. But no, the game wants to torture you and makes you visit more
places than necessary, just for playing time I guess.

I bought this game as part of a bundle and, honestly, it wasn't worth it. Too many things are common among the three games,
making me think the developer milked three games out of one. With a playtime of about 40 minutes if you're slow (no skipping
anything) for each game, I wouldn't recommend it.. It feels like a blend of Risk of Rain with elements of Spelunky, all wrapped
up in a pixellated nightmare.

With some more gameplay tweaks and some difficulty balancing, this has every chance of being one of the best platformers out
there.. I'm not usually into arcade-Super Breakout-kinds of games, but this is great. For some reason, I find enjoyment in this
very similiar to the enjoyment I got out of Peggle, where there is some skill and is quite fun in a group. I find myself
playing it in short bursts. What you see is what you get, with this one.

Pros:
+The added manipulation of 'gravity' dynamics with the controller triggers adds an awesome new mechanic to an old-school
game
+Music is great
+Lots of modes - I love seeing my Steam friends high scores - it gives me goals ;)
+Cool different arenas (ie. circular, horizontal, vertical, bosses!)
+Definately skill makes a difference
+Local co-op!

Cons:
-The simple arcade nature of this game puts hard limits on most likely how much time I will get out of it

There is a reason its 'overwhelmingly positive' on Steam. Totally worth it, especially on discount.. I enjoy this game a lot,
but there's no one playing online!
The game seems to be not that good at the first look, but i really recommand it. :D And look at the prize: it is nothing.
So go ahead and buy this game! QUICKLY!!!. Well, after investing such a long time into playing this game, which in fact is my
favorite game, I felt personally obligated to put credit where it is due. As of playing this game for over 1,500 hours now, I've
truly experienced the many positive and negative sides to this game. Often enough when playing the game, I will quite often
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complain about things like desync, frame rate issues, lag, and the (certainly interesting) multiplayer experience. There are many
things to complain about, however this IS a review and not a rant. I feel fine overlooking the game's issues because the things it
has given to me has certainly been worth my time and money.

 I'd call a game good when I've got more hours under my belt than money spent. Well, I've played this game 100 times more
than the amount it costs, I love it. Now thy holy Fluppi393, bring us some big updates plox. I want that water ;-; .... I cant handle
the violent camera shakes, the headbobbing makes me feel drunk, and the changes in quality vary on the map around. I can see
potential if this game is truly worked on. Keep up the good work DEVS. but for now, this is a 3/10
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Dream land for those who like visual novel type games with deep dialogue and amazing visual art..  Dad Goku is  Stronk
EVERYTHING.

  Also,  I LOVE Bardock's Theme btw . Brilliant text quest with intriguing plot, thrilling atmosphere, handy hint
system and unlinear gameplay (with a bunch of endings). Must-have for every gamer who loves old-school text games..
Great game!! I like that you can switch characters in this game. Very good.. Great game!. This could have been a good
mix of Sega Rally and Shox...runs flawlessly on ultra 60 fps, 40 cars...
But in the end the game is bland and boring. It looks like FH3 offroad races, but with less detailed levels.

The gameplay? Pretty boring too, like a NFS with TCS and ABS. No grip sensation or physics whatsoever....arcade
doesnt mean having a boring handling.
Screamer 2, Burnout 3 did it right 15 years ago...

For its launch price...it's way too overpriced
Could have got better sales with a 25-30€ pricetag, which fits more.

And god this "festival/beach/electro/loud crowd/gEt rEp PoInTs BrO" cocktail makes me sick.
Seen too many of this.. This is absolutely terrible, Please stop Voting-up Garbage..... A really enjoyable loco and a joy
to drive once you get the hang of the reverser\/regulator ratio and to have the dampers open from the moment you start
or steam generation will fall rapidly. It comes in both green and a black version with or without smoke deflectors which
pretty much gives you four loco's to choose from.

Only real issues I had was the manual not being overly detailed which is not good for a loco in the "Pro" range and no
examples or guides for the mounted discs or what their particular postion means. Despite the Auto fireman on TS itself
the S15 comes with it's own manually activated Auto fireman which is not a problem but the manual states "Injectors
require manual control". This is only partially true but the only one required to be operated manually is the sall
injector while the rest is taken care of by the auto fireman.

For those who might use the S15 in scenario making may come across a issue when once the loco is set to be player
driven a window will pop up regarding brake type. This will remain in place blocking any build options underneath it
and it will not close . A fix to this will involve going into the scenario builder and wait for the window to pop up. Once
this happen go and play the scenario and wait for the window again. Close it and go directly into the scenario builder
again "Ctrl + E" and now it should be gone letting you continue you're work.

Overall I give it a thumbs ups and a long awaited addition to Southern rollingstock.
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